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the best drama & movie app for Indonesians, Malaysians, Burmese and viewers in the Middle East and South
Africa! By sharing our life with the Kazakh audience through exclusive interviews and trailers, we have
taken a powerful step towards the viewer and obviously know how to change culture and thinking. "Breaking
Chain" is part of "The Corner", a song that became one of the best movie soundtracks, which was written
specifically for the film. The Bee Gees "Broken Hearts" was an inspiration for me, I found this song on the
Internet and was very surprised that none of the compositions from our albums inspired me to do something
like this" Initially, Li Xiaoxian planned to return to China after performing at the Techno & Progressive
festival, however, his main plans changed during rehearsals in Los Angeles when he realized that he should
perform the song "Crossroads" with Chun Ek, who had already has been a member of the Bee Bees for years.
This song was performed at the Underground Theater in New York. The Beee Gees were founded by
members of a Chinese musical dynasty known for their deep vocal talents. The Chinese call them jingjing
(from the Chinese word meaning "family soul"), since Chunak, one of the most influential members of the
ensemble, has the greatest vocal talent among all its members. Claudio Cohen, Marketing Director of
BeeBees Europe, Middle and Africa, commented: "Idea: We could come to Germany and play concerts
there. It will get a lot of attention because they are surprised and flattered that the Chinese have such
influence to the European music scene Everyone thinks that we live in Asia and Asia, like in the song called
"Life Lesson". Lee and Chun have been exporting many songs to neighboring Arab countries over the past
years and have just now prepared a new album for the public in the Emirates.Share information with friends
BeeGees concert on August 7 at the "Art Garbage" club Special guests of the evening: chansonnier
Alexander F. Sklyar and Vari Wei band ("Metallica").
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